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Abstract—Energy-efficient device discovery is vital in public-safety systems. We investigate the problem of maximizing the number of discovered
users under the major constraint of overlay interference, which occurs
in device-to-device (D2D) communications, from users simultaneously accessing the resources. To solve this problem, we propose a D2D discovery
maximization (D2D-DM) iterative algorithm, which provides the capability to switch the discovery mode from half-duplex to in-band full-duplex,
when signal-to-interference-noise ratio falls below a predefined threshold.
Moreover, the open-loop power control scheme is adopted for power-limited
users. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed D2D-DM scheme
significantly enhances the number of discovered users as compared to conventional static resource allocation and the random backoff schemes.
Index Terms—D2D communications, device discovery, full-duplex (FD)
communications, power control (PC), public safety (PS).

I. INTRODUCTION
Device-to-device (D2D) communication is an appealing choice to
meet the demands for ultra-high data traffic in the fifth-generation mobile networks. However, to establish reliable links in D2D communications, one must address the negative effect of co-channel interference.
There are two major approaches to accessing the uplink (UL) spectrum
in D2D communications: 1) underlay D2D communication, where the
D2D user equipments (DUEs) share the radio resources of cellular
user equipments (CUEs), and 2) overlay D2D communications, where
DUEs have dedicated pool with no contention with CUEs, but there
is the possibility of contention among DUEs. As the Third-Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) reserves a pool of orthogonal resources to
perform D2D discovery [1] that will avoid the interference with CUEs,
in this paper, we focus on overlay communication scenarios in D2D
user discovery.
In 3GPP, D2D discovery can take two types: fully network-assisted,
or partially network-assisted (or direct discovery) [2]. In a fully
network-assisted discovery, D2D users are connected to the base station (BS), which results in better quality of service and less interference
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but with the burden of huge feedback. On the other hand, in partially
network-assisted discovery, only important control signals, such as synchronization signals and a pool of resources are periodically reserved
by the BS for discovery beacon transmission and reception, and these
resources are randomly accessed by the D2D users intended to perform discovery. Here, to avoid huge feedback and to save energy, we
adopt the latter D2D discovery type [1]. To discover nearby users, the
discoverer broadcasts its beacon on resource block (RB) pair from the
reserved resource pool.
In the literature, there has been little research targeting the partially network-assisted scenarios. Zhang et al. [3] proposed a partially
network-assisted discovery scheme based on random backoff in which
the D2D user randomly selects a backoff interval to re-transmit a beacon
after collisions. This scheme considerably increases the D2D discovery ratio by decreasing collisions among users. However, it ignores the
users’ remaining power, which in turn can be a major setback in public
safety (PS) systems.
Recently Jaffry et al. [4] proposed neighbor discovery schemes, focusing on improving the neighbor-awareness by reserving a specific
resource during discovery period to increase the discovery success
probability. Yet, they only investigated the half-duplex (HD) mode
within a conventional cellular scenario and ignored PS constraints.
In [5], cooperative D2D discovery approach was presented for a PS
scenario, by using spreading techniques with orthogonal codes to distinguish multiple victims and sending discovery request to a rescuer
who will correlate the received signals to make decision. Users’ diversity was exploited to increase detection accuracy by information fusion
at the cost of feedback burden resulting from the receivers’ cooperation.
Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper, we present the
system-level performance of an overlay D2D discovery scenario under
the 3GPP long-term evolution (LTE) frame structure as recommended
in [1] for HD and in-band full-duplex (IB-FD) modes. Specifically,
we propose PS-aware duplex mode switching criteria to overcome
the collisions introduced by randomly accessing the RB pool. In the
proposed scheme, after the lth subframe the PS users switch transmission mode from HD to IB-FD to fulfill the signal-to-interference-noise
ratio (SINR) constraints. Moreover, we also adopted the concept of
open-loop power control (OL-PC) to reduce users’ power consumption during the power-limited situations which in turn helps to discover
more users in PS scenarios.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a three-cell UL scenario with an overlaid D2D LTEadvanced (LTE-A) cellular network. In the frequency domain, the total
bandwidth B is divided into R RBs, and C out of the R RBs are reserved
for physical UL control channel (PUCCH), while the remaining R − C
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α ∈ [0, 1] is the pathloss factor, which is selected as α = 0.7 from the
interval because it provides good coverage and better SINR, and PL
is the pathloss between the user and BS. Moreover, we use the power
headroom (PH) report [7] to find the users’ with limited available power
Pklm . Based on PH report the transmit power switching from P m a x →
P O L −P C is decided. The PH can be written as follows:
PH = P m a x − {10log1 0 (Ra ) + Po + αPL}

(3)

where Ra is the allocated RBs per user. In (3), the negative part of PH
indicates that user has limited available power and it have to switch for
saving the remaining power. Thus, the threshold available power level
Pklm is
Pklm = P m a x − PH.

Fig. 1.
work.

System model for D2D discovery with overlayed IB-FD cellular net-

Similarly, the received signal SINR for the 0th PS user in IB-FD
mode can be evaluated as follows:
γ0F D (j, r) =

RBs are reserved for data transmission [1]. Similary, the discovery
resources repeat periodically in time domain after τ subframes, with
T out of the τ subframes are reserved for discovery purposes and
τ − T for conventional CUE UL transmission. Here, we considered a
B = 10 MHz system that consists of total 50 RBs out of which 44 RBs
are for discovery puropose, while 6 RBs are reserved for PUCCH in
frequency domain [1]. To guarantee the D2D discovery performance,
these resources are repeated after the discovery period τ = 10 s for a
duration of T = 64 ms for device discovery, where each subframe has
a length of 1 ms [1].
A single cell with a BS at the center and with κ users is shown as an
example in Fig. 1. We assume uniformly distributed [1] κ users in each
cell, where N users are PS users and M users are non-PS users. Initially,
it is assumed that all the users are connected in HD mode, but later
on only N PS users can switch their communication to IB-FD mode
in order to satisfy their SINR threshold requirements. In HD mode,
a user that transmits the beacon cannot listen to the beacon, whereas
in IB-FD mode the user can transmit and receive beacon during the
same time which in turn will increase the RBs utilization efficiency by
simultaneously enabling UL and downlink beacon transmissions. Thus,
PS users can discover more users within less time during emergency
situations in IB-FD mode.
The received SINR metric is utilized to calculate the number of
successfully discovered users. The SINR of the received signal in case
of HD mode for the 0th user can be evaluated as follows:
γ0H D (j, r) = K

Pstx (j, r)|hs (j, r)|2

k = 1 , k = s

|hk (j, r)|2 Pktx (j, r) + σ 2

(1)

where Pstx is the transmit power from the sth user to the 0th user, have
K interference providing users that can be from the neighbor cell or
from the same cell accessing the same RB, and hs (j, r)2 is the channel
gain between the Tx user and the 0th Rx user on RB r, during the
jth subframe. The transmit power P tx can be either maximum power
Pkm a x or PkO L −P C , we investigate the discovery performance for these
two cases. The OL-PC power PkO L −P C can be calculated as follows
[6]:
PkO L −P C (dB)

= min{P

m ax

, Po + αP L}

(2)

where Po = Poc e ll + PoU E is the SINR target control parameter, with
Poc e ll and PoU E being the cell-specific and user-specific parameters,
respectively [6]. These values can be selected within the specified
ranges as Poc e ll = [−126, 24] dBm and PoU E = [−8, 7] dB. In addition,

(4)

Pstx (j, r)|hs (j, r)|2
|hl , s (j, r)|2 Pltx
, s (j, r)+
K
2 tx
2
|h
k (j, r)| Pk (j, r) + σ
k = 1 , k = s

(5)

where hl , s = βhl , and hl , s is the self-interference (SI) channel coefficient from the sth user transmit antenna to its own receive antenna. The
factor β(0 ≤ β ≤ 1) is the SI cancellation factor at the sth user, where
β = 0 indicates that SI is perfectly canceled. The residual SI power is
given by the following:
tx / m a x / O L −P C
Pltx
.
, s = βhl , s P

(6)

The channel gain h can be expressed as h = F L, where F is the
fading modeled by the Ped-B channel model, defined by International
Telecommunicaiton Union. Moreover, L is the pathloss between the kth
Tx and kth Rx users, which can be calculated through WINNER+B1
model [1] as follows:
L(dB) = 35.4 + 22.7 log 10(d)

(7)

where d is the distance in meters.

III. MAXIMIZING D2D DISCOVERY USERS FOR PS AND
NON-PS SCENARIOS
In conventional communication networks, main target is to achieve
maximum link capacity among users. In D2D discovery scenario, major
target is to discover users before establishing links, so the capacity
maximization problem cannot be considered. Therefore, we formulate
the discovery success ratio (Sk ) maximization problem, by considering
the remaining power and SINR threshold constraints. Moreover, the
HD to IB-FD mode switching scheme is also proposed to increase the
number of discovered PS users. Thus, the Sk maximization problem
can be formulated as follows:

 T κ

St , k
(8a)
max
t= 1 k = 0

s.t.

γkH D (t)

≥ γth

(8b)

γkF D (t)

≥ γth

(8c)

Pklm ≤ Pktx (t) ≤ Pkm a x .

(8d)

The Sk in (8a) for HD and IB-FD mode is defined as the ratio of
discovered users to the total number of users to be discovered. It can
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be mathematically written as follows:
⎧
1 κ
⎪
ψb HD mode
⎨
κ
−
1 b = 1 , b = 0
Sk =
⎪
⎩ 1  κ ψb
IB-FD mode
κ b= 0
where ψb is the beacon detection indicator defined as follows:
HD/FD

ψb =

0, γb

< γth

HD/FD
1, γb

≥ γth .

(9)

(10)

The D2D maximization problem formulated in (8) can be efficiently
solved through the D2D discovery maximization (D2D-DM) iterative
algorithm, summarized in Algorithm 1. The key parameters used here
includes: single site with three cells where each cell has 100 uniformly
deployed users, Po = [−70, −100] dBm, P m a x = 23 dBm, and 9 dB
noise figure. D2D-DM in Algorithm 1 operates in phases, such as
initialization, assumptions, and DM. During initialization phase, important parameters like RH D = 44 is selected according to [1], γth ,
and user transmit parameters are selected according to the procedure
discussed above. In assumptions phase, key assumptions like user connection mode and initial power for transmission is decided. Finally,
during DM period, all user randomly contend for RBs allocation to
transmit their beacon. Initially, all users start transmission in HD mode
but later on if PS users received SINR falls below the prescribed threshold then they switch to IB-FD mode, as it is more spectral efficient.
Last, to save the power of the power-limited users, the PS users start
transmitting beacons according to OL-PC criteria to keep themselves
alive in emergency situations as the proposed D2D-DM scheme.
We compare the performance of the proposed D2D-DM with conventional static resource allocation (C-SRA) [1] and random backoff
schemes [3]. In these schemes, all users including PS and non-PS user
randomly access the RBs and always transmit with maximum power,
with only difference in random backoff is the introduction of backoff
time parameter to reduce collisions. For emergency situations, C-SRA
and random backoff schemes have no capacity to dynamically adapt
itself.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results using MATLAB based
3GPP-compliant system-level simulator [1] to validate the efficiency
of the proposed algorithm.
First, we perform the simulations to determine the pre-defined SINR
threshold (γth = 4.5 dB) for switching from HD to IB-FD mode. Since,
in IB-FD mode SI usually lowers the UL coverage and impedes the
use of IB-FD mode from a larger distance. For instance, for a cell with
1000 m radius and by considering the channel model in (7) plus some
other system losses (113.4 dB), the UL received SINR would be at
most −3.4 dB (−113.4 + 110 dB) even with the best SI cancellations
factor of 110 dB. For such a low SINR, switching to IB-FD mode is
not beneficial. Hence, we opted γth = 4.5 dB as switching threshold for
SI = 110 dB, because in that situation most of the users will be located
near the cell center. Hence, the γth have to be different for different SI
values.
Second in Fig. 2, we compare ; the performance of assigned RBs
per user with respect to discovery success ratio (Sk ). From results,
we observe that as the number of assigned RBs per user increases,
the discovery success ratio decreases. The similar trend is observed
for the proposed D2D-DM with HD and IB-FD modes and for
C-SRA schemes. By assigning large number of RBs per user will
in turn increase the collision probability that declines the discovery

Fig. 2.

Effect of varying assigned RBs per user on discovery success ratio.
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Fig. 4.

Number of discovered users under HD and IB-FD mode.

Finally, we compare the performance in terms of maximum number
of users discovered under HD and IB-FD modes. As shown in Fig. 4, as
the power increases the maximum number of user discovered increases.
For example, for the HD mode, it is evident that the maximum number
of discovered users increases with an increase in power and an almost
similar trend can be observed in IB-FD mode. Thus, it is validated that
for PS overlay scenario we can discover more users in HD and IB-FD
mode by transmitting beacon at maximum power when all the users
are not operating in power-limited mode.

V. CONCLUSION
Fig. 3. D2D discovery in HD and IB-FD mode. (a) User transmit power.
(b) User receive SINR.

success ratio. Hence, for scenario with high D2D user density per cell,
the lower value of RB per user is preferable to avoid collisions and vice
versa.
Third, we consider how fast the user transmit power Pktx drains out
for varying Po . It can be observed from Fig. 3 (a), the users transmitting
with maximum power Pkm a x or with C-SRA [1] and random backoff
scheme [3] will soon see battery drain with rise in interference. This
motivates us to switch the power transmission mode from Pkm a x →
PkO L −P C . HD and IB-FD mode users performance has been tested under OL-PC, which reveals that the IB-FD mode is much energy-efficient
as compared to HD mode under similar values of Po . For instance, at
50% of cumulative distribution function with Po = −100 dBm, the IBFD mode users are transmitting with almost 78% less power compared
to HD users. The same performance is being observed for different
values of Po .
Hereafter, the impact of D2D user transmitting beacon and the user
receiving the beacon can be evaluated by measuring the received SINR.
As it can be seen from Fig. 3(b), with maximum power the best performance in terms of SINR can be achieved when we have no users with
limited power, as this will result in beacon reception above the SINR
threshold. This increases the number of discovered users, but at the
cost of consuming more power. The comparison among the proposed
D2D-DM algorithm with C-SRA [1] and random backoff [3] in terms
of SINR proves the efficacy of the proposed scheme with notably high
SINR. From results, we concludes that maximum power is the best
option in overlay PS scenarios to discover more disaster effected users
until P tx > P lm .

UL device DM problem has been solved using system-level simulations under the various constraints. The proposed iterative DM
algorithm increased the number of discovered users as compared with
C-SRA and random backoff schemes, by switching the transmission
mode from HD to IB-FD mode. Moreover, it successfully operates in
limited power scenarios, by using OL-PC instead of transmitting with
full power. The simulation results show that the use of IB-FD mode and
high power is only beneficial for PS scenarios with sufficient amount
of remaining power.
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